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Mayflower Retirement GPS

WHAT IS THE MAYFLOWER RETIREMENT
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The GPS is a collection of single employer de ned contribution plans that, through a pooled arrangement,
may share a common plan administrator, named duciary, investment menu, plan year, and trustee.
Participating employers do not have to share a common association or industry. The GPS is designed to
reduce the administrative burden, transfer certain risks, and potentially lower the overall plan cost. It brings
together a team of professionals on an employer’s behalf so they can focus on what matters most: running
their business—not their retirement plan.
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At any time, adopting employers
are easily integrated, enrolled,
and tracked in the Transamerica
platform.
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When sponsoring a retirement plan under the GPS, businesses become a participating employer.
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THE PLAN ADMINISTRATOR:
402(a) AND 3(16)
Serves as named fiduciary
Performs all functions to keep plan compliant
Responsible for day-to-day plan operations,
including
– Completion, signing and filing of Form 5500
−
5
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− Payment benefit authorization
− Ensuring proper spousal consent obtained for
D P Q
− Service of legal process for potential planrelated lawsuits
−
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− Distributions
− Beneficiary determinations
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Helps employers with due diligence selecting a
plan provider
Identify ways to reduce administrative duties for
employer at competitive cost
Offers services to help increase plan participation
Support with comprehensive education program
R P OR
Provide investment guidance and education for
P OR
Conduct plan reviews
Suggest plan design enhancements

LOCAL TPA:
3
Helps adopting employers with plan design
Provides ongoing compliance services, including
PDQ D R
Q DQ D P Q D RQ
• Offers local support for employer

INVESTMENT MANAGER:
Responsible for selection and monitoring of funds
in investment lineup
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Pioneer and market leader in pooled plans
Created pooled-plan solutions starting in 2001
Provides support to plan participants to and
through retirement

FINANCIAL ADVISOR:
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When employers join the GPS, they
may be able to of oad the majority of
administrative tasks associated with
retirement plans.
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Signiﬁcantly cut
your administrative
tasks:*
Monitor service providers
Monitor investment platform
Upload payroll files**
Year-end data collection**
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Plan sponsor responsibilities may not be limited to items noted
above. Plan sponsors should review their service agreements and
fiduciary responsibilities under ERISA.
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Invest plan contributions
Track contribution limits
Track catch-up contributions
Distribute mandatory communication notices
Approve/deny hardship requests
Approve/deny loan requests
Prepare loan amortization schedules
Coordinate loan deductions
Process distributions upon termination
Investment monitoring and due diligence
Investment choice additions/deletions
Retirement plan review
Consultative design services
Advanced allocation designs
Proprietary plan document support
D D RQ R DP Q P Q
Monitor pending legislative actions
Merger and acquisition support
Annual census collection
Mid-Year testing
Year-End testing
Form 5500 preparation
Audit support
Forms 945, 1096, and 1099 preparation
Track eligibility
Notify participants of eligibility
Establish deductions with payroll
Conduct onsite enrollment workshops
Conduct ongoing employee education
Provide asset allocation tools
Explanation of distribution options and tax
P O D RQ
Quali ed domestic relations order
(QDRO) support and analysis
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20+ 289 13,952

years of
pooled-plan
experience

adopting
employers

plan
sponsors

As of December 31, 2019
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Administration reports: extensive
library for sponsors and adopters

Plan administration support

Payroll integration with
® for automated
contribution submissions and approvals

Online access: available for
D D R Q P OR
QO Q D
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Flexible provisions: vesting, eligibility, employer
contributions, matching contributions
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Eligibility tracking
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Plan reporting at the individual
adopting-employer level
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Beneﬁts for the Employer
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As a pioneer in the pooled-plan market, our unique recordkeeping technology has been time-tested
and enhanced over the past two decades. Along with plan-level reporting, adopting employers can
run reports for their individual plan. In other words, we track and report as if adopting employers were
a single plan, while still providing the benefits created by economies of scale.

The participant experience is designed to help people understand if their savings and
investment strategy is in line with their retirement goals. It starts with enrollment and
continues with personalized communications showing participants how they can improve
their retirement readiness and providing general financial education they can use every
day.
Transamerica’s comprehensive participant engagement program includes:
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An easy-to-understand forecast generated by the calculation engine provided
by Morningstar. Using simple weather icons, it shows participants if their
current investment strategy is likely to produce the income they’re seeking in
retirement — and offers steps to improve their chances of achieving their goals.
R
P
ORR is featured
RP Q Q O RQ
participant website,
mobile app, and
quarterly statements.
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Designed to enhance financial literacy, our educational
experience offers self-paced lessons on relevant financial topics
such as debt management and buying a home. It’s available to
all employees regardless of whether they’re enrolled in the
retirement plan. Whether it’s welcoming participants to the plan
or making them aware of the educational tools and resources
available, we provide onboarding support designed to set them
up for long-term success.
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The participant experience is integrated with our reporting
capabilities. Adopting employers always have the ability to
track the retirement readiness of their employees.
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Employees can enroll, make salary deferral changes,
rebalance their asset allocation, update personal
information, review their retirement forecast, and manage
their retirement plan account from the comfort of their home
or of ce. With online reporting of their account activities,
employees can monitor their progress toward a funded
retirement 24/7. Our convenient mobile app also gives
participants access to their current account information
through most mobile devices.
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With more than 85 years of experience helping people prepare for retirement,
Transamerica is one of the most recognized, trusted names in financial services. As a
pioneer in pooled-plan solutions, we equip plan sponsors with the tools, resources, and
professional support to help their employees pursue a healthier, more secure future.

At Mayflower Advisors, stability meets agility for a new world approach to financial
stewardship. Since opening its first Boston-based office in 2002, this independent
registered investment advisor (RIA) has proudly collaborated with three generations of
retirement plan, private wealth management and non-profit endowment clients to
provide broad-ranging investment advisory services. Mayflower Advisors’ independent
structure and open architecture model provide access to the full range of customized
solutions and expanded product and investment offerings. Our boutique partnership
offers all the resources of a global organization coupled with the high-touch, teambased service advantages of a local business.
Learn more about Mayflower Retirement GPS:
John Longo, AAMS®, Vice President, Senior Wealth Manager
Phone: (508) 948-4050 | Email: John.Longo@MayflowerAdvisors.com
287 Turnpike Road, Suite 250; Westborough, MA 01581
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Our seamless transition process, unique recordkeeping capabilities, and holistic
participant experience make Transamerica a pooled-plan solution provider of choice.

Get in touch:
217

7

Transamerica

877-398-7526
(0
email@transamerica.com
67
transamerica.com

The Group Plan Solution (GPS) is not a multiple employer plan (MEP). Unlike a MEP, certain plan quali cation and ERISA requirements are applied at the
individual plan level. An employer participating in a GPS retains certain duciary responsibilities, including responsibility for retaining and monitoring the
3(16) plan administrator, for determining the reasonableness of its fees, and for periodically reviewing the GPS as a whole.
Before adopting any plan you should carefully consider all of the bene ts, risks, and costs associated with a plan. Information regarding retirement plans
is general and is not intended as legal or tax advice. Retirement plans are complex, and the federal and state laws or regulations on which they are based
vary for each type of plan and are subject to change. In addition, some products, investment vehicles, and services may not be available or appropriate in
all workplace retirement plans. Plan sponsors and plan administrators may wish to seek the advice of legal counsel or a tax professional to address their
speci c situations.
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various investment outcomes are hypothetical, do not re ect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. Results derived
from the tool may vary with each use and over time.
All cost savings mentioned are estimates and may vary depending on TPA, advisor, or attorney fees.
Transamerica is sponsoring nancial education programs developed by EVERFI, a third party unaf liated with Transamerica that is responsible for the
content of the nancial education program.
Securities offered by Transamerica Investors Securities Corporation (TISC), member FINRA, 440 Mamaroneck Avenue, Harrison, New York 10528. All
Transamerica companies identi ed are af liated companies, but are not af liated with any of the other organizations referenced. Logos and trademarks are
the intellectual property of their respective owners.

Investment management and investment advisory services offered through Mayflower Financial Advisors, LLC (dba Mayflower
Advisors, “Mayflower”), an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal place of business in Boston, Massachusetts.
Securities offered by Registered Representatives through Private Client Services, Member FINRA/ SIPC. Advisory products and
services offered by Investment Advisory Representatives through Mayflower Advisors, a Registered Investment Advisor. Private
Client Services and Mayflower Advisors are unaffiliated entities. Transamerica and Mayflower are unaffiliated entities.
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